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The MCA department organized several events in association with the 

Vyvidh’23 on 17th and 18th of March. The entire students along with 

the 

Faculties had put forward their best effort for the success of the 

events. 

The main event of MCA department was "ADWAYTHA".  Adwaytha 

was an informative event for students as well as the visitors.  The 

event was an exhibition of hardware components. It consisted of 

components from various generations.  The hardware hub was a 

beautiful add-on to ADWAYTHA , where the students exhibited their 

skill in reassembling the hardware components. 

 

The technical events were competitions of BLIND CODING, 

CREATI and WEBPAGE REPLICATION . As the name sounds they 

were really exciting and helped the competitors to bring out their skill 

in coding . The non-technical events like RESPAWN and TROLL 

MAKING were also conducted.  

The DEPARTMENT PAVILION exhibited ample information about 

the achievements of MCA students and various activities hosted by 

the department. 



DEPARTMENT EXPO 

The department events kick started with the expo that included 

achievements and lending ears to the history of the MCA department. 

It was designed as railway tracks and the various milestones as stops 

throughout the journey. 

 



 

HARDWARE SHOW 

One of the main attractions of the event was the hardware show that 

displayed several hardware and other components. The hardware 

included old generation computers, mother-boards, different 

generations of printers and several other components. 

The MCA students also arranged a hologram projector which 

provides three-dimensional projection which can be projected through 

glasses.  

 

 BLIND CODING  

The participants were asked to type a certain code in limited time with 

the monitors screen in off state and the one with the best and error 

less 

code was awarded as the winner. 

CREATI 

The participants were asked to generate images using AI on the topic 

family. 

  

WEB PAGE REPLICATION 

The participants were asked to replicate a certain web page in given 

time and the one with exactly the same styling and design would be 

awarded.  

TROLL MAKING 

The participants will be asked to create trolls on a given topic. 

RESPAWN 



The gaming will be set up in the time constraint at different levels 

to procure winners. 

STALL 

The department also had a food stall in the college parking with 

drinks and snacks. The students were having their first experience 

running some business and the response from the customers was so 

gratifying. 

 

Every event had great response from the students, teachers and 

everyone who surpassed through the MCA block. The department 

students coordination as our event title ADWAYTHA in sanskrit 

refers to unity , were so strong that it didn’t even had a little drift in 

the smooth functioning of the events and to specially acknowledge the 

VICA staff coordinators and department teachers who were always 

there to support and provide guidance for the above.  

We reflect our sincere regards to the college, principal and the 

Vyvidh’23 coordinators for giving us this opportunity to represent our 

department in such a platform. 



 

 



         

 

 

  

     



 



 

 

 

 


